
Argyle Welcome Dance – November 11, 2016 
 
Slow Simmer   32J3   StrathsBabes 
1-8 1C cross down to dance mirror reels of three on opposite sides 
9-16 1C cross down to dance mirror reels of three on own sides, 1C and 2C finish facing down and up on the sides 
17-24  1C and 2C dance rotated rights and lefts (begin by changing on the sides giving right hands), both couples 

finish in the center facing up in promenade hold 
25-32 1C and 2C allemande 
 
Lord Elgin's Reel   32S3 RSCDS Book 26 
1-4 1M and 2W set and turn with both hands 
5-8  1W and 2M set and turn with both hands 
9-16 1C lead down crossing below 2C, cast behind 3C, lead to top, cross to own side, and cast off to finish facing 

1st corners (2C step up) 
17-24 1C turn 1st corners with right hands; pass partner right shoulder; turn 2nd corners with left hands, and pass 

partner left shoulder to finish in lines of 3 across the dance, 1W between 2C all facing down, 1M between 3C 
all facing up 

25-28 All advance and retire twice (one step each way) 
29-32 1C turn with both hands 1¼ times 
 
Starlight   32R3   RSCDS Book 44 
1- 8  1C cross giving right hands, cast (2C step up), set advancing turning right about to face opposite sides, all set 

as in double triangles 
9-16  1C dance out, cast round 1st corners while 2C and 3C advance and retire diagonally, 1C set advancing turning 

right about to face up/down, all set as in double triangles facing up and down  
17-24  1W dance up and 1M dance down, cast to right to finish in 2nd place on own sides while 2C and 3C advance 

and retire diagonally, 1W with 2C and 1M with 3C dance right hands across, 1C finish facing 1st corners  
25-32  1C set to corners and partner 
 
Lamb Skinnet  32J3   RSCDS Book 14 
1- 8  1C set, cast (2C step up), dance ½ figure of 8 around 2C  
9-16  1C set, cast (3C step up), dance ½ figure of 8 around 3C  
17-24  1C lead up to top (2C and 3C step down on bars 19-20), set and cast (2C step up)  
25-32  2C and 1C dance rights and lefts 
 
Alltshellach 32S2 RSCDS Book 23 
1-4 1C and 2C set, turn partners with both hands to finish ready for a half poussette 
5-8 1C and 2C dance a half poussette; both couples finish in the center facing down 
9-16 1C and 2C lead down the middle; 2C divide and follow 1C as they lead back to original places 
17-24 1C and 2C dance reel of 4 across the dance, 1W and 2M pass LS to begin, all finish in original places 
25-32 1C and 2C dance a tournée 
  
Sleepy Maggie     32R3    RSCDS Book 11 
1-8 1C and 2C circle 4 hands once round, 1C set and cast (2C step up)  
9-16 1C and 3C dance right hands across and left hands back, 1C finish facing 1st corners 
17-24 1C set to and turn corners 
25-32 Left shoulder 6-bar reels of 3 on the sides, 1C cross giving right hands 
 
Interval 



Mrs. Stewart’s Jig   32J3     RSCDS Book 35 
 1- 8 1C set, 1W followed by partner cast off 2 places, 1W cross below 3C and cast up on men’s side to 2nd place 

facing down while 1M dance up around 3W to 2nd place on women’s side facing down (2C step up on 7-8) 
 9-16 Grand chain, 2M and 1M finish facing out 
17-24 2C and 1C dance ladies’ chain 
25-32 All 3 couples advance and retire, 1C turn 1½ with right hand 
 
Gang the Same Gate    32S3 RSCDS Book 36  
1-8    1C cross giving right hands, cast off two places (2C and 3C step up), cross giving right hands, cast up to 2nd 

place (3C step down) 
9-12  1C set to each other advancing to face 1st corners, turn 1st corners with both hands and finish facing 2nd 

corners  
13-16  1C dance ½ diagonal reel of 4 with 2nd corners, 1C finish with petronella turn to end in middle of set with 1M 

at the top facing down, 1W in 3rd place facing up  
17-20  1C set to each other advancing to face 2nd corners, turn 2nd corners with both hands and finish facing 1st 

corners  
21-24  1C dance 1/2 diagonal reel of 4 with 1st corners, 1C finish with petronella turn to 2nd place on opposite sides  
25-32  All set and link for three twice  
 
The Rambling Pitchfork    32R3    All Kinds of Everything  
1- 8  Mirror reels of three on the sides, 1C begin dancing in and down  
9-16  1W followed by 1M dance figure of 8 around 2C, 1C finish in center with nearer hands joined,  

1W on her partner’s right  
17-24  1C dance down middle, 1W dance under 1M’s arm to change sides, dance up to the top  
25-32  1C and 2C poussette 
 
The Compleat Gardener   32J3   RSCDS Third Graded Book 
1- 8  1C and 2C set and rotate  
9-16  1C cross giving right hands, cast right, change places up and down the dance giving left hands, cast left 

dancing through 2nd place on own sides to face 1st corners  
17-24  Corners pass and turn 
25-32  Circle 6 hands round and back 
 
Miss Gibson’s Strathspey    32S3    RSCDS Leaflet Dances 
1-8 1C and 2C set, turn partners once round with both hands, circle 4 hands round to the left 
9-16 1C and 2C dance the knot, 1C finish facing 1st corners 
17-24 1C turn corners and partner, 1C finish in center ready for 
25-28 1W with 2C and 1M with 3C dance right hands across 
29-32 1W with 3C and 1M with 2C dance left hands across 
 
The Montgomeries’ Rant 32R3     RSCDS Book 10  
1-8 1C cross giving right hands, cast one place (2C step up), cross giving left hands and cast to the left (1W up, 1M 

down) 
9-16 8-bar reels of 3 across (1W with 2C, 1M with 3C), 1C begin by giving right shoulder to 1st corners and finish 

in center facing 2W 
17-24 1C set to 2W, turn inwards; set to 3M and face 3W; set to 3W, turn inwards; set to 2M, 1W finish facing down 
25-30 6 bar reels of 3 on sides, 1C giving right shoulder to 2nd corners to begin 
31-32  1C cross giving right hands 


